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In this book, Jane Roberts tunes into the attitudes and thoughts of the turn-of-the-century philosopher and psychologist William James - from his afterdeath perspective. This is James' fascinating account of what an individual experiences after physical death - how the dead remain aware of earthly events, communicate with one another, become aware of past lives, and stop identifying with the physical body. In addition, this book contains a tremendously uplifting exposition of the joyous and loving atmospheric presence which permeates all existence. ● ● ● ● ●
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Most helpful customer reviews 36 of 37 people found the following review helpful. Incredible! By Liquessence This is the best book I have read in a long time, and I read a lot all the time. It sparkles with keen intelligence, stunning insight and amazingly beautiful writing. I've known about Jane Roberts and Seth since the late 70s and have read all the Seth books, but it's only recently that I've been reading her other books, the non-Seth books, and am finding them truly amazing. In this book, Jane Roberts tunes into William James (the American philosopher) after his death. He is in the in-between stage where many people go when they die. There they synthesize their earth life, learn and plan their next incarnation . . . William James starts off by looking at himself as he was in life from his new perspective. He, later on, compares this perspective as coming from the person who is now the adult, compared to the child he was on earth -- his view is that expanded and that mature comparatively speaking. He describes his earth psychology from this new, broader perspective. Then he goes on to talk about the entire 19th century climate, social, political, psychological (with the emergence of Freud), religious and spiritual.



His descriptions of Boston and the seances he attended (he was interested in the paranormal and attended seances as a way to glimpse into other realities), are the writing of a master. His insights as to the entire earth climate are eye-opening. The latter part of the book he devotes to talking about where he is and what he is learning. The book is filled with a sense of wonder at how miraculous and good creation really is and his regret that he didn't see that when he was alive (being melancholy and overly intellectual). Subsequently the entire book has an energy of incredible love, inspiration and soooo much light. Reading it I felt uplifted to states of incredible bliss and boundless love. I so wished it went on and on and on . . . As I've said, I've read a lot of Jane Robert's work. Seth, when he speaks, has his own style, rather old-world gentlemanly, though at times surprisingly direct. The Education of Oversoul 7 has its own writing style that's very much in the novel tradition. Jane Robert's writing is very, very intellectual. The writing of William James, ah, pure poetry! Sublime. More than highly recommended to those interested in this sort of material. 2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Can't wait to get to the heaven James describes! By Paul Giurlanda If you love the Seth material, you'll love this, though it's different in style and form. If you are not familiar with Jane Roberts and Seth, this is as good a space to start as any. I grant that it's not for people looking for sex, violence and explosions, or for those who dismiss the idea of after-death communication out of hand. (Why would you read this if you were?) My favorite part is the discussion of the "atmospheric presence." It's the most beautiful description of heaven I can imagine. 19 of 21 people found the following review helpful. A Profound Afterdeath Writing of William James By Zach "The Afterdeath Journal of an American Philosopher" is an intriguing read and full of insights. I would have to admit that I only read one of Roberts' previous works, that of The Nature of Personal Reality (great book), and I didn't fully grasped Seth's teachings. However, this book is indeed a profound writing of William James and his insightful perceptive after his death. I am rather fond of James' writings, and this book really increases James' influences on my thinking. Roberts truly did a wonderful job in translating James' thoughts, after his death, into this book, and I would certainly recommend it. See all 24 customer reviews...
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